Minimal Residual Disease Monitoring in Adult ALL to Determine Therapy.
Almost 90 % of children and 50 % of adults with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) are cured by modern treatment regimens, with significant variations due to several disease- and host-related characteristics. The attainment of an early remission and the avoidance of relapse and treatment-related mortality are the fundamental therapeutic steps. In remission patients, the assessment of the disease response to early intensive therapy through the detection and monitoring of minimal residual disease (MRD) can accurately refine the individual prognosis and is increasingly used to support a risk-oriented treatment strategy. In this way, only the patients with an unfavorable MRD response are preferably selected for allogeneic stem cell transplantation, irrespective of their clinical risk class. This choice spares transplant-related toxicities to MRD responsive cases. Further advancement is expected by integrating the MRD analysis with improved pediatric-type regimens and novel targeting agents for ALL subsets at higher risk of relapse.